
PROTECT YOUR 
INVESTMENT
Pure Mack Radiators and System Components



PURE MACK PARTS
Better for your engine, truck and bottom line.
Pure Mack parts are specifically designed and built for Mack trucks. 
Regardless of your truck’s model, application or route, Pure Mack 
components ensure you’re running at peak performance and enjoying 
maximum uptime. Every Pure Mack part meets our strict OEM standards 
for best form, fit and safe function. And they’re backed by one of the 
strongest warranties in the industry.

WHY PURE MACK?

Superior quality 
at competitive prices

Factory-matched parts 
for optimum efficiency

Proven reliability for 
maximum uptime

Protects engine, 
truck and schedule

Reduces overall 
cost of ownership

THERE’S NO BETTER WAY TO KEEP 
YOUR ENGINE COOL
 
When it comes to radiators and related parts, there’s a Pure 
Mack solution for every replacement need or problem. And 
every solution delivers the engine-cooling advantages you need:

•  Higher cooling performance with steady temperature ratings.

•  All components of a Pure Mack cooling system are designed 
to work together.

•  Helps meet rigorous exhaust standards to keep your vehicle 
in compliance.

•  Superior durability backed by industry-leading warranties.

Quality inside and out
Pure Mack internal components may be out of sight, but their 
quality shows up mile after mile:

•  Elements inside our radiators, charge air coolers and surge 
tanks make all the difference.

•  Fins and turbulators are engineered to provide the precise 
performance balance.

•  Side plates, end plates and tanks are strong and designed to 
maintain their rigid shape.

Plan ahead for added peace of mind
Every order for a Pure Mack radiator is an opportunity to 
be proactive. Is it also time to replace a charge air cooler or 
expansion tank? How’s your stock of coolant? Staying ahead 
of replacement problems keeps engine performance and fuel 
efficiency high, while reducing costs in the long run.

Guaranteed to keep 
your truck on the road



EVERY APPLICATION IS DIFFERENT. 
THAT’S WHY YOU NEED QUALITY THAT’S ALWAYS THE SAME.
Pure Mack radiator components are uniquely designed for the truck you drive and the job you do. There’s a 
Mack radiator solution for every application, in a program that makes it easy to order exactly what you need.



PURE MACK HIGHWAY RADIATORS
Specially designed for the long haul and the open road.

TYPE INFORMATION MODEL

Framed Face seal fittings installed; 
includes kit with old quick connect fittings

CXU
Unframed

Framed Face seal fittings installed; 
no fittings kit; BLACK PAINT

Anthem
Unframed

FEATURES

Non-brazed, laser–welded tubes can withstand 
all climates and conditions.

Reinforced and improved radiator tank material.

Tubes, louvers and fins are optimized to 
ensure sufficient cooling and fine-tune  
radiator performance.

Significant improvement in through-tank 
isolator design and quality.

A top channel system has been added for 
more reliable surge tank mounting.

A bottom channel system has been added, 
with improved crimp joint design.

A fittings adapter kit is included to allow 
complete backwards compatibility.

BENEFITS

Increased uptime without sacrificing  
cooling performance.

Increased lifespan of the tank and core.

Maintains fuel economy, maximizes 
uptime and protects critical engine 
and powertrain components.

Enhances durability and overall quality of the 
core, allows for maximum thermal cycle and 
vibration life and maximizes uptime.

Reduced risk of damage to the radiator tank 
plus better long-term durability.

Longer frame life and increased core durability.

Simplified ordering options ensure that the 
right parts are included every time.



PURE MACK VOCATIONAL RADIATORS
From crane to flatbed to towing, working trucks need 
a hard-working cooling system.

TYPE INFORMATION MODEL

Framed Old style, quick connect fittings
CHU, GU

Unframed New style, face seal fittings

FEATURES

External fin window reduction and coined tube ends, 
increased brazing quality of the core tubes.

Reinforced wall thickness and upgraded geometry of 
the tanks provided.

Radiator tank material resistant to hydrolysis and all 
harmful elements.

Designed to withstand all vocational applications and 
driving conditions.

Charge air coolers are available through 
the vocational program.

CHARGE AIR COOLERS

39 row Charge Air Coolers

29 row Charge Air Coolers

TIME-SAVING TIP:

Ordering a framed radiator can reduce installation 
time by up to 2 hours. New frames offer 
increased durability and are easier to replace.

OR



PURE MACK REFUSE RADIATORS
Mack’s lineup of refuse trucks dominates the industry. 
So does the quality of our radiators.

TYPE INFORMATION MODEL

Framed Radiator

Mack MRU—MP7 without TOC FEPTO; 
no aux return

2007-Present

Mack LEU with TOC; FEPTO; no aux return 2007-Present

C/B MR with PTO-10 Plate ITOC 2001-2007

C/B MR without PTO-10 Plate ITOC 2001-2007

CAC
Mack NG Flux-free CAC without FEPTO RAD; 

no TOC without aux return
2015-Present

CAC Assembly LE 600—was MR 600 1996-Present

CAC
Mack NG Flux-free CAC with FEPTO RAD; 

no TOC with aux return
2015-Present

FEATURES

Designed, tested and built to Mack 
performance specifications.

Proven superiority in heat transfer and durability.

Optimizes fuel economy and fan life.

Available in copper and brass, with or without frame.

Matched to the Mack drivetrain for a truly tuned system.

Compliant with latest EPA requirements.

Patented design technology.

Backed by a strong warranty covering 
manufacturing defects.

Additional vocational/highway radiators are available—contact your dealership salesperson.



Questions about Pure Mack products or programs? 
Get the answers you need. Talk to your dealership salesperson.

CHARGE AIR COOLERS
Pure Mack charge air coolers 

provide more fuel/air burn per engine 
cycle, allowing for increased engine 

output and better fuel economy.

MACK EXTENDED LIFE COOLANTS
Our high-performance coolant is 

specially formulated for your hard-
working Mack engine. It provides 
long-term corrosion protection, 

maximum heat transfer and excellent 
protection against pitting.

EXPANSION TANKS
Each Pure Mack expansion tank 

features a unique modular design that 
guarantees a precise fit. Tanks are made 

from a reinforced plastic material that 
is pressure and temperature resistant. 
A coolant level sensor is included to 

provide alerts when fluid is low.

RADIATORS
Choosing a Pure Mack radiator eliminates 
any compromises to the cooling package 

in terms of durability, reliability and 
performance. You’ll gain all the uptime you 

need to stay successful for the miles ahead.

IT’S EASY TO ORDER THE 
PURE MACK PARTS YOU NEED.
JUST CONTACT YOUR NEAREST MACK DEALERSHIP.
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